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Нэрт монгол судлаачидын дунд Н. Н. Поппе бол монгол 
хэлшинжлэлийн хувьд том байр суурь эзэлж байгаа бөгөөд буриад-монгол 
судлалыг шинэ шатанд гаргасан агуу эрдэмтэн билээ. Түүнийг буриад-
монгол судлалын үндэслэгчидын нэг гэж үзэж болно.  Тэрбээр 1930-ад 
онуудад бүх буриад нутгийн аялгуунуудыг судлаад  Буриад-монгол хэлний зүй 
гэсэн ном бичжээ. Түүнээс гадна Буриад-монгол хэлшинжлэл гэсэн том 
бүтээлийг туурвиж хэвлүүлсэн. Энэхүү ном нь монголч эрдэмтэдийн хувьд 
буриад аялгууны судлалын судалгааг цаашид улам гүнзгийрүүлж, буриад 
аялгууны шинэ ангилал, хэлний зүйг журамлан тогтоосон бөгөөд түүнийг 
цаашид хэрхэн судлан боловсруулахыг чиг хандлага заасан  нь хэрэглээний 
чухал ач холбогдолтой болсныг онцлон дурдууштай. Буриадын түүхэн 
сурвалж бичгүүдыг монгол бичгээр хэвлүүлэх анхны саналыг гарган 
хэрэгжүүлсэн бөгөөд  хойч үеийн монголч судлаачидын судалгааны ховор 
материалын нэг болгож чаджээ.  
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Nicholas Poppe, through his investigations, contributed significantly to 
the development of Buriat Mongolian1 linguistic studies in the twentieth century.  
In this article we will try to describe the contribution Nicholas Poppe made in 
Buriat Mongolian linguistics, giving a description of the basic work he conducted. 

Background 

In 1983 the enduring and well-established scholar of Mongolian, Nicholas 
Poppe, published his Reminiscences in English, describing his life and research in 
detail.2  Later, in 1996, Russian researcher V. M. Alpatov wrote a biography of 
Nicholas Poppe in Russian.  In the biography, however, Alpatov wrote quite 
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disparagingly about the life and academic work of Nicholas Poppe.3  In 2009, the 
Mongolian researcher M. Saruul-Erdene translated and published Poppe’s 
Reminiscences in Mongolian. 4  Most recently, in 2011, Buriat scholar D. V. 
Dashibalova of the Institute of Mongolian, Buddhist and Tibetan Studies 
published an annotated description of the archives of N. N. Poppe, 5  which 
brought forward Nicholas Poppe’s archive of yet unpublished letters and 
reviews that had hitherto been unknown to scholars.   

The range of Poppe’s research is quite wide, ranging from studies on the 
individual dialects of the Mongol language to the development of the Altaic 
Theory. He focused a large part of his research on the Buriat Mongolian language.  
Dashibalova mentioned about 35 works devoted to this single language. 6 
Unfortunately, there is no work that has yet to critically assess Nicholas Poppe’s 
works on the language.  Just as disconcerting is the fact that the present 
generation of Russian and Mongolian scholars has little familiarity with Nicholas 
Poppe or his research.  Because of this and the current language situation in the 
Republic of Buriatia,7 it is befitting to give attention to the contributions Nicholas 
Poppe made within the field of Buriat Mongolian linguistic studies, although his 
research also covered Buriat folk literature and epics.   

In general, Buriat Mongolian linguistics first developed during the 1920s. 
In this period, attention was given to establishing the rules and norms of the 
literary Buriat language, which consisted of several geographically disparate 
dialects within the Buriat Mongolian Republic of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR).  It was in response to questions addressing this issue that 
Nicholas Poppe, an outstanding Altaicist who focused on Mongolian, Tungusic, 
and Turkic studies, among others, contributed greatly and for which he would 
later become widely known.  Poppe studied the main dialects of the Buriats, a 
group who currently live in the Baikal region – a territory separated from 
Mongolia and annexed to the Russian state in the eighteenth century  

After the death of the famous Russian scholar of Mongolian B. Y. 
Vladimirtsov in 1931, Nicholas Poppe became the head of the Department of 
Mongolian Studies in the Institute of Oriental Studies at the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics’ Academy of Sciences in Leningrad.  In 1932 he was elected as 
a corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences.8  At that time, he 
was quite productive and wrote extensively, publishing at least one monograph 
a year and even as many as four in some.  Before World War II, Poppe had 
created an impressively successful career in Russian-Mongolian Studies.  The 
Second World War, however, forced him to flee abroad and eventually start a 
new life in the U.S.  From Leningrad, he was first transferred (as a Mongolist) to 
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Elista, then the administrative center of the Kalmyk Oblast.  Later he resettled to 
Mikoyan-Shakhar (Karachaevsk) in the Caucasus, where soon after his arrival 
the Axis forces would reach.9  Nicholas Poppe was subsequently invited to the 
University of Bonn by another scholar of Mongolian, Erich Hainish, and later 
worked for a brief period at the East Asia Institute of Germany.  But the war did 
not provide him the opportunity to conduct research. After the war, he was 
invited to the University of Washington in Seattle, Washington, where he would 
ultimately settle.  This was a turning point in his life. 10   After Poppe’s 
immigration to the United States, many of his works were forbidden for a long 
period under the Soviet ideological ban.  During the Soviet period, Poppe’s name 
and research became a taboo subject and he would soon become relatively 
unknown in the field of Mongolian Linguistic Studies in both the USSR and 
Mongolia.  It became quite common for Russian and Mongolian scholars to write 
unfavorably of Poppe and his research (including works later written while in 
the United States) in the context of critiques.11 

Poppe published historical records of the Buriat Mongol peoples written 
in the old Mongolian script and studied Buriat dialects extensively.  He based his 
Grammar of the Buriat Mongolian Language – the first extensive work devoted to 
the study of Buriat dialects – on the rich material he had gathered previously on 
Buriat dialects.  In this work Poppe described Buriat dialects and the overall state 
of the Buriat language at the time. 

Research on Buriat Mongolian Dialects 

Researchers like M. A. Castrén and A. M. Orlov first started focusing on 
Buriat Mongolian linguistics in the nineteenth century.12  In the early twentieth 
century, the Buriat Mongolian language was researched by I. A. Podgorbunsky, 
A. D. Rudnev and B. Baradin.13  Of them and their contributions in developing 
the field, Nicholas Poppe mentioned the following:  

After the outstanding grammar of this language by M. A. Castrén, 
many years elapsed before new works on the Buriat language were 
published. In the first place, a valuable work by A. D. Rudnev on 
the Khori-Buriat dialect should be mentioned, which was followed 
by my works. Besides these works, which are not only descriptions 
of dialects but, to a great extent, also comparative studies, there are 
complete grammars of the Buriat language, much more recent than 
that by M. A. Castrén.14 
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However, the above named researchers studied only a few of the Buriat 
dialects, considering them only in the context of a written Mongolian language.  
They never considered the existence of a single standard Buriat language, but 
instead approached Buriat as a conglomerate of several dialects and sub-dialects.  
In this regard, we suggest that at this time, during the 1920s and 1930s, Buriat 
linguistic studies began to develop as a distinct branch within Mongolian 
linguistic studies.15 

Nicholas Poppe’s extensive and elaborate research on Buriat Mongolian 
linguistics includes a comprehensive study of the various dialects.  Buriat 
Mongolian dialects were scattered over a wide area, interrupted only by pockets 
of Russian-speaking populations. The study he conducted involved several 
expeditions in 1928, 1930, 1931, and 1932. Nicholas Poppe organized these 
linguistic expeditions in various areas of the Buriat Mongol Republic, Irkutsk 
and Chita regions of the USSR.16 

Poppe investigated Alar, Khori, Aga, Barga, Selenga, and other Buriat 
dialects. He began his studies with the Alar dialect, whose speakers dwelt in the 
borderlands dividing the Western and Eastern Buriat dialects. He collected 
expedition materials and published two volumes - the first of which was a 
description of the language, and the second of which consisted of texts with 
accompanying translations.17  Poppe also explored the Aga dialect, referring to it 
as an Eastern dialect, and focused his description of it on the vocabulary, which 
he noted is quite distinct from the Western Buriat dialect and shows Khalkha 
Mongolian influence.  He went on to mention that the vocabulary of the Aga 
dialect is nearly identical to that of Khalkha Mongolian, with differences only 
where phonetics is concerned.18  He also noted that the morphology of the Aga 
dialect, which A. D. Rudnev had previously argued did not significantly differ 
from the Khori dialect, does indeed exemplify phonetic variances.  In his view, 
the isolation of the Western dialect of Buriat Mongolian coupled with the absence 
of a written language had contributed to the differences between the Western 
and Eastern dialects.  Poppe further noted that the Barga Buriat dialect was 
formed by a convergence of Ekhirit, Khori, and other dialects, the speakers of 
which had settled in the Barga Valley of the Buriat Mongolian Republic, USSR.19 

Nicholas Poppe also organized a linguistic expedition in order to 
investigate the Selenga dialect, an intermediate between the Khalkha Mongolian 
and Buriat Mongolian dialects.  According to Robert W. Montgomery, the initial 
aim of these expeditions was to gather enough linguistic material to begin the 
Latinization process the Soviet government had called for.20  This expedition also 
proved to be unique in that it allowed Poppe to collect extensive records of 
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newly created vocabulary of the nomadic vernacular language, especially in 
terms of society and politics.21 

Buriat Mongol Linguistics 

Nicholas Poppe assembled all the material collected on the study of the 
Buriat dialects in his monograph, Buriat Mongolian Linguistics.22  In this work he 
noted that the Buriat 

. . . language, although poorly understood even in the recent past, 
can now be considered one of the most studied of the Mongolian 
languages. . . Buriat Mongolian linguistics now represents such a 
developed field and has such a rich literature that the most pressing 
task is to summarize what has already been achieved and to 
indicate some of the main challenges waiting to be solved in the 
future. 23 

Poppe also dealt with the issue of qualifying and categorizing the Buriat 
dialects. Previously, A. M. Orlov had categorized the language into two main 
dialects: Selenga and Balagan.24  A. D. Rudnev elaborated on this by positing the 
existence of three dialects: Zabaykal’skiy (on the Eastern coast of Lake Baikal), 
Dobaykalskiy (on the Western coast of Lake Baikal) and Barga Buriat.25  However, 
B. Y. Vladimirtsov in a later work still only distinguished two groups of Buriat 
dialects: Eastern and Western. 26   Nicholas Poppe pointed out that many 
researchers were guided not only by linguistic features in their classifications, 
but also by ethnographic and administrative divisions.  He rejected the principle 
of classification based on the administrative divisions of the Buriat peoples, 
arguing that the linguistic divisions did not coincide with the administrative 
divisions.  In return, he offered his own classification, dividing the dialects along 
linguistic grounds into four groups: the Western, Eastern, Selenga, and Barga 
Buriat dialects. He described Selenga as a transitional dialect between the Buriat 
and Khalkha languages, the Aga and Khori dialects as Eastern dialects, the Alar 
and Balagan dialects as Western, and the Barga Buriat dialect as a transitional 
dialect between the Eastern and Southern dialects of the Buriat Mongolian 
language.27 

According to Poppe, the Western and Eastern dialects differ in vocabulary 
and semantics.  These differences are particularly evident in terms of their socio-
political and economic vocabulary.  He reasoned that these differences stem from 
the different socio-economic and political conditions connected to the two 
regions. 28   The Eastern dialect was influenced by the Khalkha Mongolian 
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language, Mongolian literature, the socio-political system of Mongolia, and 
Buddhism.  Aside from the vocabulary, there are also slight differences between 
the Western and Eastern dialects in their morphology and phonetics. 

Nicholas Poppe also highlighted the morphological features of the Buriat 
language and, above all, recognized that person agreement in verb conjugations 
is absent in most of the Mongolian languages but exists in the Buriat and Oirat 
dialects.  An example he provided can be seen in the verb jaba (walk) where the 
present tense is conjugated as jabanab, jabanaš, jabana, etc., whereas the same verb 
in Khalkha conjugates merely as javna, with no indication of person agreement.  
Poppe concluded that the verb in the Buriat language is different from that in the 
Khalkha or Southern Mongolian languages, but in many ways is similar to the 
system of conjugation present in the Oirat dialects.29  Likewise, the particle of 
negation in the imperative form in Buriat is buu, which is characteristic of written 
Mongolian, but is marked in Khalkha and Kalmyk with the particle bitegi. 

 A number of features abound in Buriat Mongolian that are not typical of 
the Khalkha dialect.  First of all, the Khalkha dialect contains many nouns with a 
final -n that is not present in the nominative case, though can sometimes be 
added to make the noun attributive (i.e., adjectival).30  Among the Buriat dialects, 
this phenomenon is only found within the Selenga dialect.  For example, modon 
(tree), in the Eastern and the Western dialects corresponds to modo in the Selenga 
dialect and mod in Khalkha Mongolian.  The addition of the -n in Selenga and 
Khalkha gives the word an attributive quality, i.e., modon (wood). 

Another feature of the Buriat Mongolian language is the unique form of 
the ablative case that is absent in other Mongolian languages – haa.  A more 
common form of the ablative case in Mongolic languages is –aas, as can be found 
in Khalkha Mongolian.  Some Buriat dialects decline the case with -laar, which is 
absent in Khalkha but present in Kalmyk as well as some Inner Mongolian 
dialects. 

In addition to morphological features, Nicholas Poppe worked on 
phonetic features. The Buriat language is characterized by the presence of an h 
sound, which is absent in other Mongolian languages.  For example, the Buriat 
Mongolian word for moon, hara, is sar in Khalkha Mongolian.  Additionally, 
Buriat is distinguished by a word- and syllable-final d that corresponds to s in 
other Mongolic languages, such as in ulad (nation, people), corresponding to ulus 
or uls in non-Buriat varities.  Buriat dialects are further distinguished from other 
Mongolian languages by the deaffrication of the affricates č, j, ts, and dz to š and ž, 
s, and z.  Another point that distinguishes Buriat from the Khalkha and Southern 
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Mongolian dialects is a palatized /n/ in words like niutag (homeland); the 
Khalkha Mongolian variant is nutag.  A nuance of the Eastern dialect of Buriat is 
that it has merged short ö and ü, but not long ȫ and ü ̄.  In Western Buriat, 
Khalkha Mongolian, and Selenga Buriat, short ö and ü are distinguished.  This 
merger results in no words with short ö; for example, übel (winter) corresponds 
to Khalkha övöl (id.).  However, long ȫ is still common in Eastern Buriat, e.g. übel-
ȫr (in the winter), corresponding to Khalkha övl-ȫr (id.). 

Nicholas Poppe described the Selenga dialect in detail, characterizing it as 
a transitional dialect between Buriat Mongolian and Khalkha Mongolian.31  Like 
other Buriat dialects, it maintains key distinctive features in its morphology 
(person agreement in verb conjugation, particle rejection by verbs in the 
imperative form, etc.), as well as in its phonetics (such as the d that corresponds 
to s).  In addition, the lexicon of the Selenga dialect has much in common with 
the Eastern and Western dialects.  However, the Selenga dialect also has features 
in common with Khalkha dialects.  For instance, Selenga and Khalkha both 
demonstrate the previously mentioned presence of affricates and the absence of 
an h.  Moreover, in the Selenga dialect, as in Khalkha, there is a clear distinction 
between short ö and ü.  Poppe pointed out that the dialect of the Selenga is 
further divided into two main dialects: the Sartul and Songol dialects.  He 
characterizes the Sartul dialect as being closer to Khalkha Mongolian.  The 
Songol dialect, however, is contrasted due to a double correspondence of the 
initial u present in most other Mongolian languages to both o and u.  In many 
words, initial u has become o, thereby also causing an a of a following syllable to 
be changed into o due to labial harmony.  For example, the Khori Buriat word 
uhăŋ (water) is oso in the Songol dialect.  In other instances, the initial u is 
retained, especially when an a occurs in the following syllable.  For example, the 
Alar word ună (to fall) is also ună in the Songol dialect. 32 

Nicholas Poppe concluded that Buriat Mongolian is chronologically at the 
same stage of development as Khalkha Mongolian, the southern dialects of Inner 
Mongolia, and the Oirat dialects.  In these dialects, the presence of compensatory 
long vowels is common in place of combinations of vowels and the consonants γ 
and g, which are known through their preservation in historical Mongolian 
manuscripts.  For example, what is written in these ancient manuscripts as aγula 
(mountain) is ūla in Buriat and ūl in Khalkha and other Mongolian dialects.  
However, Buriat dialects, together with Khalkha, have split the original affricates 
č and j into palatal and non-palatal phonemes, distinguishing theses varieties 
from the Southern Mongolian dialects.  In the initial syllable and when originally 
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followed by i, the palatal quality is preserved, i.e., as č and j in Sartul and Songol, 
š and ž in Aga, Alar and Khori, š and j in Barga; otherwise, the palatal quality is 
lost, i.e., resulting in ts and dz in Sartul and Songol, θ and ð in Aga and s and z in 
all other Buriat dialects.33  Among the Southern Mongolian dialects, however, č 
and j are constant in all positions.34  As such, the Buriat dialects can be assigned 
to the same groupings as the Khalkha and Oirat dialects, as distinct from the 
Southern Mongolian dialects.  The Buriat dialects, however, differ considerably 
from the Oirat dialects, such as Kalmyk, in that Oirat dialects consistently 
demonstrate a lack of labial harmony (for example, Buriat dolōŋ (seven), Khalkha 
dolōŋ, but Kalmyk dolān).  Due to these phonetic characteristics, Poppe concluded 
that the Buriat dialects are closer to Khalkha Mongolian than to the Oirat 
dialects,35 and assigned the Buriat dialects to the same group as the Khalkha 
dialect.  In other words, while the Eastern and Selenga dialects of Buriat share 
common features with Khalkha Mongolian in terms of morphology, even more 
conservative Buriat dialects have less in common with Oirat dialects.  

Nicholas Poppe noted that Buriat Mongolian dialects possess archaic 
features that had never been recorded in any of the historical Mongolian 
manuscripts, but had been recorded in old dictionaries of Mongolic languages. 
For example, the word kewǖrge (bridge) can be found in Mukkadimat al-Adab’s 
Arabic-Mongolian dictionary of the fourteenth century, and the word ke'ürge of 
the same meaning in the Yuan-period Chinese-Mongolian dictionary, Hua-i-i-yu.  
These words correspond to the Buriat word kü ̄rge, although this word is written 
in Classical Mongolian as kögerge.  Classical Mongolian öge will normally 
correspond to Buriat long ȫ; the fact that here it corresponds to ǖ makes it safe to 
assume that the prototype of the Buriat Mongolian word kü ̄rge ‘bridge’ has its 
origins in kewǖrge and ke'ürge, and not in the probably later form kögerge.36 

In Buriat Mongolian Linguistics (1933),37 Poppe expounded on the Buriat 
Mongolian dialects and outlined the tasks necessary for addressing the issue of 
creating a common literary Buriat Mongolian language.38 He mentioned several 
large Buriat Mongolian dialects and suggested that the creation of a conventional 
Buriat language would be a matter for the future.  He defined the study of those 
dialects which until then had yet to be explored (e.g., the Tunka dialect and 
dialects along the Mongolian borderlands and adjacent to the region where the 
Khalkha dialect is most dominant) as a priority task.  These studies, he 
warranted, should be devoted not just to phonetics and morphological features, 
but also to the syntax and semantics of the Buriat dialects.39  This would add to 
an improved understanding of Buriat as a distinct language and the peculiarities 
of the dialects that constitute it.40  The second task Nicholas Poppe aimed for was 
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completing the research that had already been done on the dialects.  
Understandably, he rationalized that the studies conducted were severely 
limited as they were carried out in respect to only phonology and morphology, 
thereby neglecting vocabulary and semantics. His third endeavor was centered 
on the publication of ready research and collected materials in addition to the 
preparation needed for publishing rare and hard-to-come-by written records. 
The fourth challenge he presented was to study the new Buriat Mongolian 
language that originated as a consequence of the newly forced upon socio-
economic and political conditions during the period.41 

According to Nicholas Poppe, carrying out these tasks successfully could 
only be realized if certain measures are addressed beforehand.  First of all, the 
publication of a comprehensive Buriat Mongolian grammar book including all 
the features of the individual dialects, with an emphasis on linguistic unity and 
dialectal differences, would be needed.  This grammar would be of a 
comparative nature.  In addition, the creation of a thorough glossary of the Buriat 
language based on the materials of all the dialects would be essential.  The 
dictionary would be as exhaustive as possible, containing the full range of 
vocabulary used in everyday speech, and broad enough to include religious 
terms.  A detailed study would enable the formation of an ethnographically-
based Buriat dialect map with a precise outline of the dialectal boundaries and 
the distribution of individual features in the field of phonetics, morphology, 
vocabulary, and semantics.  A new and practical grammar of the new literary 
language needed to be written, including the history of its formation, and 
revealing all the flaws and past mistakes made when Mongolian linguistics was 
introduced by Vladimirtsov.42  For language engineering, a full glossary of the 
new literary language and especially terminological dictionaries would be 
needed. 

Buriat Mongolian Grammar 

Nicholas Poppe published A Grammar of the Buriat Mongolian Language 
based on his collection of material on the Buriat Mongolian dialects.  In the 
preface of this work he identified the problems related to compiling a 
comprehensive grammar book on the Buriat Mongolian language.  On the one 
hand, the point of the work was to reflect the features of all the dialects, and on 
the other hand, to present the new literary language of the Soviet Buriat Mongol 
peoples.  In other words, the difficulty centered both on assessing the material he 
had accumulated through private research and on reaching an overall scientific 
generalization based on his findings on the Buriat Mongolian dialects.  He 
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rationalized that the success of his work depended on using a suitable approach 
for research.  He admitted that the current state of Buriat Mongolian linguistics 
was then still rampant with unfilled gaps of a general theoretical nature.  In an 
effort to fill these gaps, he took great strides in organizing and describing his 
newly collected materials.43 

Besides this, Nicholas Poppe also highlighted in this work a number of 
issues concerning the general linguistic character of the language and its dialects.  
His aim, as he put it, was to produce a dialectological grammar of Buriat 
Mongolian that would demonstrate the specifics of the individual dialects.  
Likewise, the author was also steadfastly committed to highlighting certain 
common features within the Buriat dialects that distinguished them from 
Khalkha Mongolian, Kalmyk, and other Mongolian languages.  Thereupon, he 
described his work not as a study of individual dialects, but more generally and 
comparatively as a grammar of the Buriat Mongolian language.44 

For Poppe, grammar consists of two main parts: phonology and 
morphology. Nicholas Poppe’s postulations on phonetics differ significantly 
from previously conceived theories on Mongolian phonetics, in that his were 
based on the phonological principle, which distinguishes and organizes sound 
functions within a language.  Poppe analyzed sounds within the Buriat 
Mongolian language using the system and described them in comparison to 
other dialects.  With respect to Buriat Mongolian phonetics, the author delineated 
the concept of the phoneme and optional choices.  The phoneme is allocated to 
the analysis of different words or different forms of the same word with different 
meanings. For example, two different Buriat phonemes are x and h, as in xara 
(black) and hara (moon) 

In the area of morphology, Poppe also devoted much attention to word 
formation.  A focus was given to dialects and the standard language where 
morphology and phonetics were concerned.  These parts are descriptive and 
comparative in nature.  Poppe noted that Buriat Mongolian, in regards to 
morphology, does not have immutable, fixed categories, but instead shows a 
continuous transition from one morphological category to another.45 

The Publication of Written Records of the Buriat Mongolian Peoples 

Nicholas Poppe’s investigations were not merely confined to dialects.  In 
addition, his research thoroughly encompassed Mongolian written manuscripts.  
Poppe published a series of monographs on the Buriat Mongolian historical 
chronicles of the nineteenth century.  In 1935, he published the text chronicles 
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Qori kiged aγu–yin buriad-nar-un urida-daγan boluγsan anu (On the origin of Khori 
and Aga Buriat) and Qori-yin arban nigen ečege-yin jon-u uγijaγur (Provenance of 
eleven Khori clans) with comments and notes in the first edition of Chronicles of 
the Khori Buriat Peoples.46  In 1940, he published a translation of these chronicles in 
Russian.  Then he published a chronicle on the Barga Buriats of the Barga Valley 
entitled Barγujin buriad-un teükebičig (History of the Barga Buriat peoples).47  In 
1936, he published another chronicle, Selenga-yin mongγul buriad-un daraγa tayiša 
danbijalsan lomboseren-ü jokiyaγsan mongγul buriad-un teüke bolai (History of 
Selenga Mongol Buriats, written by Selenga Mongol Buriat’s taisha, 48 Dumby 
Zhaltsan Lombotserenov). 49   Nicholas Poppe’s publication of these written 
documents attests to the existence of an original, un-translated secular literature 
in Buriat, which even presently is relatively unknown. 

Nicholas Poppe provided an opportunity for the next generation of 
linguists to conduct research on the written language of the Buriat Mongolian 
peoples.  These historical records were written using the model of the Mongol 
chroniclers before him, such as Altan Tobchi and Sagan Secen (both dating back to 
the 16th and 17th centuries), yet at the same time possessed significant 
distinguishing features.  These chronicles were written based on actual historical 
data, documents stored in the historical archives of the Buriat Mongolian 
administration of the nineteenth century. Unfortunately, much of the archival 
material is no longer available; thus the value of the remaining historical 
chronicles should not be underestimated, as they have been and continue to be 
the only primary sources to rely on.  In the preface to his historical chronicles, 
Nicholas Poppe provided information about the origin of the Buriat Mongolian 
peoples and gave substantial background information on the authors of the 
original chronicles.  He noted records as being written by the various taishas of 
the Selenga, Aga, Khori, and Barga Buriat tribes. 

Nicholas Poppe’s merit rests in the fact that he published chronicles on the 
old Mongolian script, laying the foundation for their study, particularly for 
historians and linguists.  In 1999 all of the above historical records were reprinted 
in the original language in Inner Mongolia. 50   These chronicles were also 
reprinted in the Buriat 51 and Russian languages. 52   In 2005, L. B. Badmaeva 
published The Language of Buriat’s Chronicles with the intention of bringing back 
to light the historical chronicles previously published by Nicholas Poppe. 53  
These chronicles constitute impressive materials benefiting the study of Buriat 
vocabulary, grammar, and syntax.  Thus, these historical records remain as 
relevant as ever. 
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Conclusion 

Nicholas Poppe published more than sixty books containing materials on 
linguistics, translations, recordings of folk stories, and epics of the Mongolian 
peoples of Russia, Mongolia, and China.  He published eighteen books on Buriat 
Mongolian, seven books on Khalkha Mongolian, and twelve books on the old 
Mongolian script.  Nicholas Poppe himself noted that of all the Mongolian 
languages, he had most thoroughly investigated Buriat. 54   In Russia and 
Mongolia, he is regarded as a pioneer who helped establish the field of Buriat 
Mongolian linguistics,55 despite the fact that in the Soviet period Poppe’s name 
and research became a taboo subject and eventually became relatively unknown 
in the field of Mongolian Linguistic Studies in both the USSR and Mongolia.  
Because of this, unfortunately, the current generation of Russian and Mongolian 
scholars has little familiarity with him or the body of his research.  With the fall 
of the Soviet Union, and because of the efforts of scholars like Dashibalova, 
Poppe’s unmatched contribution to the field of Mongolian Studies is now being 
recognized, once again ushering in a new generation of Mongolian scholars 
interested in his work.56  They have allowed his memory, legacy, and work to 
live on without being forgotten.  It also speaks volumes that the people he did 
research with, for, and on choose to remember him with great pride and honor.  
His devotion to the development of Mongolian Linguistics and Mongolian 
Studies in general is worthy of the utmost appreciation. 
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